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BI-DRUM
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Construction:

The steam drum is large sized in order to ensure
enough hold up time for upset cases in boiler
feed water control. The steam purity is guaranteed by a pre-separation of the water steam mixture in the rigid roof frame and by a special baffle
and demister arrangement in the steam drum.
The super heater coils are supported in the top
frame of the boiler. All heating surfaces are easily
accessible
through
inspection
doors.
At super heater inlet long, retractable soot blower
is installed. The evaporator and flue gas air
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The boiler is provided with a rigid frame of steam drum and evaporator tubes
supported on water drum. The construction is made such that tubes can freely expand
to avoid any loadings due to temperature differences. The boiler and other parts will be
all supported on a civil structure.
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preheaters are provided with standard rotatable soot blowers. The economizer above
dust arrestor is provided with additional soot blowers.

The flue gas air preheater is installed between the boiler and the economizer. The air is
flowing through the tubes is split in 2 sections. The lower section is for heating up the air
to 200°C which needs to be fed to the dumping grate. The upper section is for heating
up the over firing air which shall be injected in the furnace.
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COMBUSTION AND FUEL:
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The furnace is sized for a residence time
of 2 seconds and furnace tubes are
supported with refractory. (Option for memmembrane wall furnace is also available). All the
heating surfaces are provided with sufficient
spaces in between the tubes and ensured in its
position to minimize the fouling and avoid any
blocking.
The dumping grate is the standard supply with
the boiler, however different combustion grate
reciprocatlike pinhole grate, travelling grate and reciprocat
ing grate can be accommodated in design.

AIR SYSTEM AND ASH SYSTEM

The combustion air is supplied by forced
draft air fan. The furnace is controlled at vacuum
pressure in top of furnace by Induced draft fan.
Fuel after burning drops into the hopper at the
bottom of grate. Ash accumulates on sliding gate.
Remaining parts of ash called “fly ash” are filtered
by the cyclone type dust filter and fall into
hoppers of dust collector.

Control:
Three element drum level control (loop # 1):
Three-element drum-level control is suited for
handling variable feedwater pressure or multiple
boilers with multiple feedwater pumps. The three
elements in this system handle level, steam and
feedwater flow.
Steam pressure control (loop # 2): Modulating
control improves boiler operation by monitoring
the steam line to produce a continuous control
signal that determines the fuel input.
Furnace- draft- control (loop # 3): Modulating
control improves boiler operation by monitoring
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Our boiler is fitted with all necessary field instruments and control components
supplied in form of control loops as mentioned below:
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the furnace draft and produce a continuous control signal that determines the ID fan
speed.
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Boiler Modules

Main Part Supply
Pre-Fabricated boiler panels delivered with

Platform
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BFW Pumps
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Fuel Feeders
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Advantages:
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Designed as per ASME code
Cost efficient due to compact size
Site assembled module
Easy maintenance
Economical civil works cost
Membrane wall option available
Ecologically efficient (Minimum NOx and CO2 emissions)
High quality steam generation because of larger steam disintegrating area.
Quick response of boiler for sudden steam demand because of larger thermal storage.
Less refractory cost because of membrane walls, water cooled furnace.
Useful for low pressure and medium pressure co-generation.

Suitable Module for:
Chemical plants
Sugar Industry

Paper and Board Industry
Co generation Power Plants
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